would you rather questions

Sometimes it’s hard to get your children to open up. These questions are perfect for breaking the ice. Use them at dinner, in the car, or anytime, really.

Instructions: Print out and cut the questions to the guide lines.
would you rather
ONLY BE ABLE TO WHISPER
OR
ONLY BE ABLE TO SHOUT?

would you rather
FORGET WHO YOU WERE
OR
WHO EVERYONE ELSE WAS?

would you rather
BE STRANDED ON AN ISLAND ALONE OR WITH SOMEONE YOU HATE?

would you rather
HAVE A BEAUTIFUL HOUSE AND AN UGLY CAR OR AN UGLY HOUSE AND A BEAUTIFUL CAR?

would you rather
BE HAIRY ALL OVER OR HAVE NO HAIR AT ALL?

would you rather
HAVE A FREAKISHLY HUGE SMILE OR A FREAKISHLY SMALL NOSE?

would you rather
GET EVEN OR GET OVER IT?

would you rather
GIVE BAD ADVICE OR TAKE BAD ADVICE?

would you rather
ALWAYS LOSE OR NEVER PLAY?

would you rather
ALWAYS GET FIRST DIBS OR THE LAST LAUGH?
would you rather
ALWAYS WEAR EARMUFFS OR A NOSE PLUG?

would you rather
BE 3 FEET TALL OR 8 FEET TALL?

would you rather
BE A DOG NAMED KILLER OR A CAT NAMED FLUFFY?

would you rather
BE ABLE TO HEAR ANY CONVERSATION OR TAKE BACK ANYTHING YOU SAY?

would you rather
BE ABLE TO STOP TIME OR BE ABLE TO FLY?

would you rather
BE FORGOTTEN OR HATEFULLY REMEMBERED?

would you rather
ALWAYS WIN A PIE-EATING CONTEST OR ALWAYS WIN A WHEELBARROW RACES?

would you rather
BE A DEEP SEA DIVER OR AN ASTRONAUT?

would you rather
BE A GIANT HAMSTER OR A TINY RHINO?

would you rather
BE ABLE TO READ EVERYONE’S MIND OR ALWAYS KNOW THEIR FUTURE?

would you rather
BE FORCED TO TELL YOUR BEST FRIEND A LIE OR TELL YOUR PARENTS THE TRUTH?

would you rather
HAPPY FOR 8 HOURS A DAY AND POOR OR SAD FOR 8 HOURS A DAY AND RICH?
would you rather

BE INVISIBLE
OR
BE ABLE TO READ MINDS?

BE RICH AND UGLY
OR
POOR AND GOOD LOOKING?

BE THE MOST POPULAR
OR THE SMARTEST PERSON YOU KNOW?

BE THE SAND CASTLE
OR THE WAVE?

EAT A STICK OF BUTTER
OR A GALLON OF ICE CREAM?

FIND TRUE LOVE
OR TEN MILLION DOLLARS?

GET CAUGHT SINGING IN THE MIRROR OR SPYING ON YOUR CRUSH?

GIVE UP YOUR COMPUTER OR YOUR PET?

GO WITHOUT TELEVISION OR JUNK FOOD FOR THE REST OF YOUR LIFE?

GO TO AN AMUSEMENT PARK OR TO A FAMILY REUNION?

HAVE A KANGAROO OR KOALA AS YOUR PET?

HAVE A MISSING FINGER OR HAVE AN EXTRA TOE?
would you rather

HAVE X-RAY VISION OR BIONIC HEARING?

KISS A JELLYFISH OR STEP ON A CRAB?

would you rather

KNOW IT ALL OR HAVE IT ALL?

LIVE WITHOUT MUSIC OR LIVE WITHOUT TV?

would you rather

MEET AN ALIEN VISITOR OR TRAVEL TO OUTER SPACE?

NOT BE ABLE TO USE YOUR PHONE OR YOUR EMAIL?

would you rather

OWN A SKI LODGE OR A SURF CAMP?

SPEND THE DAY SURFING THE INTERNET OR THE OCEAN?

would you rather

HAVE ONE WISH GRANTED TODAY OR THREE WISHES GRANTED IN TEN YEARS?

HAVE A SHOWER OR A BATH?

would you rather

SKIP CHRISTMAS OR YOUR BIRTHDAY?

LIVE UNDER WATER OR BE ABLE TO TRAVEL THROUGH SPACE?
Would you rather...

Never be grounded or have the option to stay up as long as you like?

Be forced to tell your parents the truth or lie to your best friend?

Eat 2 rotten, squishy tomatoes or eat a small can of dog food?

Be able to fly whenever you want or be invisible?

Get a new bike or new clothes?

Live in Antarctica or Death Valley?

Have a dinosaur or a blue whale for a pet?

Attend school at Hogwarts or live in Narnia?

Be the captain of a sports' team or be the school genius?

Meet a vampire or meet a werewolf?

Choose your teacher or each of your classmates?

Talk only in snorts or smell like garlic?